The Libertarian Consensus

Essentially, the Society for Individual Liberty separates the youth movement into two opposing ideologies - one, libertarian, and the other socialist. The primary principle of libertarianism is that no person or group of people (such as a government) has the right to initiate the use or threat of violence or force, and that the only moral means of dealing with another is by voluntary consent. It should be obvious that the acceptance of this premise is essential to a totally free and peaceful society.

Why do the Marxists and other brands of socialist claim to be defenders of this freedom and peace? And what is wrong, why are they able to find so many pockets? The answer, I believe may be found in the fact that they evade the point of what is meant in peace and privacy.

Coercion can be defined as the use of threat of physical violence to force a human being to certain actions. Obviously, this is a flagrant violation of anyone’s right of life for those forced actions are in contradiction to his own ends. Agreements - a right which is, on paper, accepted on his rational approach to problems, and his ability to remain loyal to those judgments.

That is how any form of collectivism - communism, socialism, fascist, socialism, welfare state or state capitalism - is backward and reactionary. All of them advocate, explicitly or implicitly, the use of physical force.

For example, most people today realize the evil of fascism, but view socialism quite differently, as some noble ideal. The fact is, the only difference between fascism and socialism is that the latter is more honest.

Fascism retains a semblance of private property even though the state has complete control over it how it is used (which means, how people live). Socialism, on the other hand, exercises the same control, but does not bother with the facade of private ownership. As I said, it is more honest, not better.

Mrs. Parks doesn’t take kindly to criticism

We should not be afraid to challenge the status quo or to question those in power. It is essential for the growth and progress of society. Let us strive for a society where every individual has the freedom to pursue their goals and dreams.

In the 70s there was a country with two tribes living in it. The Old, the Silent Majority, the Escapists, the Losers, the Uplifted Brain-Washed Victims; and the Young Beautiful Righteous Tuned in Children of God: the Revolutionaries. The country was not a prison, but it was a cage where people were trapped inside. More effective than visible ones could ever be.

At the end of a long winter the tension grew. The Escapists, the Losers lost their masks and tried to/work out the spirit of their children. Cleverly they decided to capture the Holy Man...and chained the Wise Man, and declared him public enemy number one. He yelled "You can't keep love locked up in prison". He, who had renounced all power, was the most powerful.

The community in the west understood the signs and they knew the answer. Shakti, the beautiful young wife of the imprisoned magician, herself a good witch, travelled through the country, gave the sacrament to the people and asked for their help. First, they rallied to the big city and called on the merchants, thinking they would be holy, but the hearts of these merchants were so small and slow, they did not realize that they had become victims of fear and paranoia; almost without hope. Two chosen brothers joined Shakti, all three recognized God’s wisdom. They knew that her trip to the big city was only an initial step to a world transforming groundswell, holding together.

More information on deals mentioned last week - their names and deed status. In 1943, Pisces. Please be aware: They are selling sacharine and calling it sunshine.

If it is a small dark concrete tab that is white on the inside, they claim not only to be of wealthy Texas backwoods, but also of St. Kitts in the Virgin Islands. They both have shoulder length brown hair and blue eyes. They wear a blue green thermal vest and keep their stash in the right hand pocket. Pack up your bags boys, there is no room for the unethical or the immoral when you deal sunshine.

Please be advised: Grass and hash shortage expected soon: grow your own, plan and plant now.

Dope Hand. Hawaiian onion hash – $750 per pound, plenty of grass, all choose $100-221 per pound, blonde Lebanese – $750 per pound, $85 the ounce, sunshine and mescaline.

Put your information: Sunshine contains 325 micrograms of LSD.
HESS TO SPEAK AT BABSON

D.C. 9

An Open Invitation To Students and Faculty Members.

On Monday, April 27, the Rev. Arthur G. Meville and his wife Catherine Meville will speak to the Babson Community. Art and Cathy were with the Marshall (mimicary) order of the Catholic Medical Association, a private, and Catholic, run, spent seven years in Guatemala, until the two were forced to leave the country for allegedly aiding left-wing revolutionaries. The government insisted that the Mevilles were "aiding rebels financially and using money not for church purposes." Others assert that the Mevilles used the money to help poor and oppressed people flee for their lives from a country with no defense of law.

Upon return to the United States, the Mevilles involved themselves in the anti-war movement. On March 22, in an attempt to condemn corporate involvement with the war, they and seven others took over the Washington office of the Dow Chemical Corporation. At the time of the occupation "D.C. 9" issued the following statement:

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE CORPORATIONS OF AMERICA

Today, March 22, 1969, in the Washington office of the Dow Chemical Corporation, we sold to human beings and destroyed their office equipment. By this action, we condemn you, the Dow Chemical Company, and all similar American Corporations. We are inspired by the death-dealing exploitation of people of the Third World, and of all the poor and powerless who are victimized by your profit-seeking ventures. Corporation and the occupation is a part of our responsibility to respond, we deny the right of your factories and industries to exist.

You, corporations, who under the cover of stockholder and executive anonymity, cheat, defraud, demonize and kill in search of profit;

you, corporations, who contain Americans and exploit their ever-aggregating need for security that you have helped to create;

you, corporations, who numb our consciousness by their supine capitulation on our concerns for things;

Specifically, we warn you, the Dow Chemical Company, that we will no longer tolerate your refusal to accept responsibility for your programmed destruction of human life.

You, stockbrokers and Company executives alike, are so willing to play a part in the production of napalm, defoliants, nerve gas, in the same spirit you cooperated with the L. F. Forbes Co., a chemical manufacturer in Nazi Germany, during the Second World War.

You, who without concern for justification for development or nation, or for your rights of self-determination, maintain colonial and subservient in more than twenty nations.

You, in the interest of profit, seek to make it the military interest of the United States to suppress the legitimate national desires of other peoples. Your product is death, your market is war.

Your offices have lost their right to exist. It is a blow for justice that we strike today.

In your names of profit, you and others like you, are causing the psychological and physical destruction of mankind. We urge all to join us as we say "no" to this madness.

Signed
Robert T. Begin
Revd. Dennis Moloney
Rev. James Moloney, S.L.
Rev. Bernard E. Meyer
Mr. Michael Slasky
Rev. Arthur G. Meville
Rev. Jons., O'Rourke, S.J.
Rev. Michael Drury, F.M.
Mrs. Catherine Meville

STATEMENT OF THE D.C. 9

For further information contact: D.C. 9 Defense Committee, 625 S St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20001.
Robert C. Shadell
John Cupsels, 474 Centre Street
Newtown, Mass. 02350 617-965-7919

The "D.C. 9" were convicted of charges brought against them by Dow Chemical, Cathy Meville faces a 18 year prison sentence and Art Meville faces a 25 year sentence. Sentencing date is May 6.

The program will begin in Knight Library at 7:30 p.m. The "Foreigner's," a film previously banned for its critical analysis of Rev. Robert R. Shadell's work abroad, will lead off the evening.

Give Mom a "Big" holiday.

And make Mother's Day last longer,
Gift or visit an FTD Florist today.
And order a FTD Bouquet to arrive early.
He'll send it across the street.
Of course, a special arrangement.
For a very special evening at home.
Usually available at least at $125.00.

Sincerely yours,
Joe M. Parks
This column will appear weekly in the Bahston Liberated Press. It will strive to highlight the awareness of graduate students to issues possibly of interest to them. The format of this column is to allow each student an opportunity to voice their opinions and reactions to current events.

When we consider that we are graduate students, our opinions and reactions are certainly valid. Students are often considered to be the voice of the future. We strive to be this voice, yet we are often ignored or not taken seriously. It is our duty to speak out and make our voices heard.

**Notes From Neal**

**Grades Rose, Notes Fall**

Grades are on the rise and notes are on the fall. This is a welcome change from last semester. However, we must not become complacent. We must work hard and continue to improve our grades. It is important to remember that our academic performance is not only important for our future careers, but also for our personal growth.

**The War**

Cheers for tricky Dick Nixon, who has finally publicly said that the political solution should reflect "the existing relationships of political forces in Vietnam" and fairly "asserted" political power. As a result, Nixon has now taken the initiative in the conflict. It is an important step forward in the war effort.

*Note: This column is written in a satirical tone and is not meant to represent the views of Neal."
THE VIEW FROM HERE
by J. D. Hillman

In May of 1967, I had a rather serious accident while riding my Honda SPRINT HAWK on Farm St. in Dover. I had another among others a severe concussion and a broken left arm after the accident before I regained consciousness. The summer of that same year I was one of my best friends, in Granada, had a collision with an auto-mobile and had severe head injuries, having been in a coma for many months he is still suffering from the effects of the accident. At the brain damage. Niether nor I have a hair to stand on.

The Highway Safety Act which L.B. sign into law in 1966 required every motorist to pass a law making it mandatory for all motorcycle operators and passen-geers to wear an approved helmet. Now, we all know that Uncle (Father? Big Brother?) Sam cannot tell the states what laws to pass. However, the states were informed that they would not get their Federal Highway Assistance funds until the respective legislatures passed the requisite statutes. As these states complied, the millions of dollars, forty odd million, continued to flow to the states, in an attempt to comply with the demand.

Now when I purchased my first motorcycle, I was well aware that motorcycle fatalities numbered about 1,000 annually, out of the 50,000 or so people who were killed each year on our highways. I was aware that the 70% of all motorcycle fatalities were due to head injuries. Yet, to me, a bike wasn't a thing I would have to wear a five year old does not have to wear a protective hat. I decided, I guess, that if I wanted to take a chance with my life I was nobody's business but mine. The funny thing is, that despite all these accidents, I do not feel that this law and that this law is given to me, nor I have any anti-pocketbook laws, anti-meter laws, no condemn the road laws, no draft laws etc. This is what I think about: to be making your own decision about your own destiny.

I know I have a right to preach to me, so please forgive me for doing so to you. If you will, however, think on the implications of this federal directive. If you can choose to ride a bike, you are now required to live and protect yourself with a protective helmet. In some states one must wear goggles and protective clothing. And in New York state, noting how the use of headlights during the daylight hours reduced the number of bike accidents, but just passing a law stipulating that motorists must keep their headlights on all the time!! Now you can literally go for being a jerk to protect yourself and your own head. In 1964 really only it years away O r is it in my imagination? I wonder how many of our April 15 demonstrator get up tight about the annual carage of 50,000 men, women, and child- ren on our highways? Some-how their arithmetic indicates that 40,000 combat deaths in ten years is greater than 50,000 highway deaths every year. O r is it in my imagination? I wonder how many of our April 15 demonstrator get up tight about the annual carage of 50,000 men, women, and child- ren on our highways? Some-how their arithmetic indicates that 40,000 combat deaths in ten years is greater than 50,000 highway deaths every year. It is very important that you detect from this. I am just trying to be fair to those ignorant people who don't already know what's best for everyone else. Sometimes I wonder what's best for me! The paper's editorials have been a plague for quoting famous authors, so I'll throw one out from the works of Robert Frost.

The opposite of civilization is not barbarism but Utopia. Utopia can let no man be his own worst enemy. The risk of giving unamended, gamble on the horses or on his own future, go to hell or on his own way. It is no longer itself more with the connection of the parts than with the common sense of the parts. It has to know where everyone is; it has to keep track of us, I can't protect us unless it directs us.

THE PIZZA SATELLITE NETWORK
Will be utilized to bring fresh, hot New York style pizza to your area.

OLIVE GARDEN
DICK DOCH OPEN TILL 1 A.M. WEEKENDS

Town Line Liquors, Inc.

40 EAST CENTRAL ST. (RT. 125)

NORTH CHANCK, MASS.

Tel: 653-2060
Open 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

The Modest Dad Pad
When the folks come to visit, set them up in style at the Boston Marriott Hotel, and you'll overlook nothing to make them feel wanted. The four seasons. And always something. And Newton's practically on campus. Make your reservations now.

Marriott HOTEL
Commonwealth Ave. at RT. 128 and Massachusetts Turnpike
Newton, Mass. 02158

FORSale
1967 Riviera, 20,000 miles, all-power
air, new tires, stereo radio, automatic tape player, absolutely mint condition.
CALL 235-6005.

Getting It Together
by Scott Seligman

I have remained silent for the beginning of this term to give our administration a chance to get its head together, reflect on last semester's student demands, and plan their orientated policies. I felt attitudes were changing in the winter and that criticism could accomplish little good. The administration's recent actions have given me an appraisal of the situation to be grossly inaccurate.

The college tax issued a "policy statement" that has effectively disarmed a significant percentage of students from the administration, instead of empowering with the students our admin-istration has designed to treat us as deviators by effectively telling us that the use of harmful drugs (and I assume they mean grass and LSD and coffee and cigarettes) is something they can't morally justify.

Babson through the ineptitude and ignorance of its policymakers has failed to act as a responsible or equal school. Responsible in the sense that educational institutions accept and respond meaningfully to changes in society and uncal-culable to believe that their absurd way of meeting the drug situation will do nothing more than make them appear helplessly removed from earning respect with students. - After marijuana is legalized it would be nice to think that our college had a hand in directing Amer-ican society towards greater enrichment for its young. Unfortunately, even the best will be lost. Babson will have to be viewed retrospectively on this issue as a solid maintainer of an evil status quo. Now that I have Babson, it is my duty to offer a solution. The administration should stand behind and face its students at all times. If you agree with that, then a better policy state-ment I would have said that, the administration while not condemning drugs would certainly not con-demning them, and recognized that it was our lives and we have what we do with them and fur-thermore the college would help to the fullest of anyone based for harmfull drugs. Realistic policies by our administration would help open new avenues of dialogue and perhaps destroy some of the Babson Image.

Just Wednesday the Babson students had a chance to meet the trustees of the school in an open meeting. I must be a little cynical about an institution devoted to educating the young stupid enough to have such an important meet-ing on Moratorium Day. It is another example of the administration's ivory-tower unawareness of students.

The respect and intelligence of the trustees was underestimated in my classes about the poor publicity surrounding their meeting and the inopportune date. Hopefully the student body will receive another chance to meet with the trustees soon.